Effect of the solid precursors on the formation of nanosized TiB\textsubscript{x} powders in RF thermal plasma
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Abstract

Continuous synthesis of TiB\textsubscript{x} (x=0.5-2) nanoparticles from various low cost solid precursors such as titanium and titanium dioxide admixed with boron and/or carbon in radiofrequency thermal plasma was studied. Feasibility of TiB\textsubscript{2} formation was predicted by thermodynamic equilibrium calculations in the 500 - 7500 K temperature range. In all the investigated system high temperature reactions yielded nanometer-sized TiB\textsubscript{x} powders with a mean size varying between 13 and 83 nm. Among the synthesized products in addition to TiB\textsubscript{x}, oxidized precursor residues were also found in smaller quantities. Although addition of carbon to the precursors could not completely prevent surface oxidation of boride particles, it contributed to the reduction of the mean particle size of the formed TiB\textsubscript{2}.
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1. Introduction

Titanium diboride (TiB$_2$) is a non-oxide refractory ceramic material with excellent properties such as high melting point (3225 °C), high hardness (25-35 GPa), high thermal (60-120 W/(m K)) and electrical conductivity ($\sim 10^5$ S/cm), resistance to mechanical erosion and chemical corrosion. This combination of properties makes TiB$_2$ a candidate for high performance applications including wear resistant parts, metal melting crucibles, composite and electrode materials [1,2]. Recently, interest in high-melting compounds has increased in connection with nanostructural materials [3]. Nanoparticulate titanium diboride is also of particular interest among refractory compounds [4].

A variety of methods are known for TiB$_2$ powder synthesis. Currently, mass production is based on the carbothermic/borothermic reduction of titanium oxide with boron carbide. This process, however, resulted in mainly micronsized particles. Processes for nanopowder synthesis such as self-propagating high temperature synthesis (SHS) [5], vapor-phase synthesis [3,6,7], carbothermal reduction process [1] and high energy ball milling [8] have also been developed. All the mentioned processes have their merits and limitations over the others such as the cheaper precursors they use or the lower reaction temperature, the higher purity of the obtained product, smaller particle size, etc. It's beyond the scope of this article to make detailed comparison of these processes and judge them in terms of feasibility. Instead, in the present article the authors report on a thermal plasma process also for the synthesis of nanometer-sized SiC powder, which combine the benefits of low cost precursors with continuous processing.
By virtue of its unique combination of properties Radio-Frequency (RF) thermal plasma process offers a convenient route for preparing nanosized particles either in metallic or ceramic systems [9-16]. Thermal plasmas have been mainly utilized in such processes, where the extremely high temperature that can reach several thousand degrees provides advantage to establish a more economical processing route [17-22]. In addition, it makes possible a continuous process and the ease of scaling up [23,24]. The main question is whether or not the residence times of solid precursors in the plasma enough for an in-flight reaction. Although theoretical calculations showed that titanium particles under a critical size can evaporate in the plasma, these calculations usually relates single particle loading and not under dense loading conditions when simultaneous feeding of a mixture of different types of particles occurs [25]. In respect of residence time RF plasma has an advantage over arc plasma due to the more extended plasma flames that result in longer mean residence time of reactive species in the hot plasma region [26].

In this work the synthesis of nanosized TiB\textsubscript{x} powders from low cost materials in RF thermal plasma were studied. We investigated the feasibility of an in-flight reaction when reactants are fed in solid form and compared the different systems in terms of efficiency of the reduction and morphology of the resulted products.

2. Material and methods

In the experiments thermal plasma processing of four different material systems was investigated: (1) Processing (evaporation) of micrometer sized TiB\textsubscript{2} (Grade D, ABCR GmbH & Co KG, 1-7 μm) to condense nanometer-sized powder. (2) Mixture of micron-sized titani-
um (Alfa Aesar, 45micron, 99%) and boron (ABCR GmbH & Co KG, 98%) powders in different proportions. (3) Mixture of TiO$_2$ (Aldrich, 45micron, 99%) and B. Finally, (4) Carbon powder (graphite KS4, Timcal Co., D$_{50}$=2.8 µm) was also add to the feeding mixture of TiO$_2$ and B to create reducing atmosphere during synthesis.

Thermal plasma processing was performed in a RF plasma system using a 3-5 MHz, TEKNA PL-35 torch. The experimental set-up is described elsewhere [26]. The powders were injected axially into the hottest zone of the plasma flame by a PRAXAIR powder feeder.

Experimental conditions of the plasma treatments were as follows: Feeding rate of the solid precursors was 3 g⋅min$^{-1}$, while the input RF power varied between 0.5-0.75 kWh⋅g$^{-1}$. The flow rate of He carrier gas was of 9 l⋅min$^{-1}$, while the plasma gas consisted of Ar (15 l⋅min$^{-1}$) and He (6 l⋅min$^{-1}$). The sheath gas mixture composed of Ar and He in 30 to 19 l⋅min$^{-1}$ ratio. The argon and the helium were of 4.6 purity. Selection of working parameters was based on tests for the synthesis of nanoparticles using the same technique [9-13, 27]. Helium was added both to the plasma and the carrier gas because of its high thermal conductivity and enthalpy, compared to other inert gases [11].

XRD patterns were obtained with a Philips instrument PW 3710 equipped with a PW 1050 Bragg–Brentano parafoctuating goniometer, using monochromatized Cu Ka radiation. The XRD scans were digitally recorded with steps of 0.04° in the 2 h range from 4 to 80°. Quantitative phase composition was evaluated using a full profile fit method with corrections for preferred orientation and micro absorption [28]. The specific surface area was measured by nitrogen adsorption at 77 K and evaluated on the basis of BET isotherms.
(Quantachrome, Autosorb-1, seven point isotherm). The average particle size of synthetized powders was calculated by the following relation: \( \text{SSA} = \frac{6}{\rho \cdot d} \), where \( \rho \) is the particle absolute density \((\text{cm}^3 \cdot \text{g}^{-1})\), \( d \) is the diameter \((\mu\text{m})\) of the spherical particles and SSA is the measured specific surface area \((\text{m}^2 \cdot \text{g}^{-1})\).

The morphology of synthesized powders was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss type DSM 982 GEMINI with a heated field emission tungsten cathode) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Morgagni 268D). The surface chemical composition was studied by XPS (Kratos XSAM 800). Chemical states of the constituent elements and impurities were identified and assigned by available reference data bases and publications [29,30].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermodynamic calculations

In thermal plasmas complete or partial evaporation and dissociation of the solid precursors may occur. Dissociated precursors recombine to form various products which will be nucleated from a supersaturated vapor phase. Short residence time of the reagents in the hot regions might not allow achieving the chemical composition corresponding to thermal equilibrium conditions. Yet, thermodynamic calculations based on the minimization of the system total free energy can provide suitable data for potential products and their concentrations [31]. In order to predict the plasma synthesis results we have carried out thermody-
namic equilibrium calculations with the FACTSAGE [32] software in the 500 - 7500 K temperature range. Calculations were performed for the Ti + 2B and TiO₂ + 4B, and also for the TiO₂ + 3B + 3C systems.

In the equilibrium composition of Ti + 2B system (which is analogous with introducing TiB₂) for temperature above 4000 K the main species in the gas phase are atomic Ti, atomic B and B₂ molecules. Formation of TiB₂ is favored over wide temperature range from 500 to 2900 K as solid and from 2900 to 3800 K as liquid.

In the case of TiO₂ + 4B system the equilibrium gas-phase composition is more complex, containing additionally BO(g) above 2500 K, as well as Ti(g), TiO(g) and O(g) above 3500 K (Fig.1.). The condensed phase below 2000 K comprises only TiB₂, B and B₂O₃.

Fig.1.: Chemical equilibrium diagram for the TiO₂ + 4B system

The goal of carbon addition to precursor materials is to remove the oxygen from the system in the form CO instead of B₂O₃. Indeed, the presence of carbon leads to the formation of CO(g), although at higher temperatures C(g), C₂(g) and BC(g) appear, too. As a result the O(g) and BO(g) content remains negligible up to 5000 K. Below 3500 K the condensed state contains mainly TiB₂(s), while below 1500 K C(s), TiC(s) and some amount of B₂O₃(l) are also present among the products. Although condensed phase of B₄C seems to be stable only in the temperature range of 2000 K to 2500 K, its appearance among product particles cannot be excluded. This is because that in plasma conditions the first condensed phase cannot reacts further due to the high cooling rates. Hence, thermodynamically non-equilibrium phases can be frozen even at lower temperatures [33,34] (Fig.2.).
3.2. Powder characterization

In Table 1. semi-quantitative composition based on the XRD intensities [35], specific surface area values and the calculated particle size of the prepared powders are presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystallographic phase relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
XRD analysis of product powders clearly confirms the formation of TiB₂ and TiB in all tests, although in rather different quantities. The formation of TiB₂ in Run 1 in remarkably high amount is not of a great surprise. The nanometer ranged size of the obtained particles, however, suggests that these particles formed from the vapor phase after evaporation of the solid particles in the plasma flame. The residence time of the formed particles in the high temperature zone was not sufficient for further growing. The small amount of oxide phase indicates that oxygen contamination was also present in the airtight system. It is worth noting that for the Ti + B and also for the TiO₂ + B system the set XRD peaks characteristic for α-titanium was detected in unexpectedly large quantity. These peaks could be fitted, however, with significantly increased lattice parameters, a₀=2.957Å and c₀=4.705Å, as compared to those measured for the fed Ti powder precursor, with a₀=2.905Å and
$c_0=4.6826\text{Å}$. These latter lattice parameters are also characteristics for bulk titanium [36]. Accordingly, the increased lattice parameters suggests a phase (indicated as Ti(B)), in which boron is dissolved in the titanium lattice, but its concentration was less than that of the known TiB phase. Similar diffusions (hydrogen, carbon and boron) in a metal lattice were observed earlier. Mobility of hydrogen in metal lattices is greatly investigated subject [37]. Due to the relatively small size of boron it also easily diffuses into a variety of metals, including ferrous, nickel and cobalt alloys [38, 39]. In Run 2, beyond these phases TiB was also detected as an orthorhombic phase. The significantly lower amount of TiB$_2$ in Run 2 as compared to Run 1 suggests that part of the fed boron was reacted with the always present oxygen contaminants, even though such phase could not be detected among the crystal phases.

In Run 3, when TiO$_2$ + 4B mixture was injected into the plasma TiB$_2$ was the dominating phase among the product particles. Here again the boron doped titanium phase appeared, while smaller amount of Ti can be also detected in a Ti$_2$O$_3$ form, although it was not predicted by thermodynamic calculation. These facts suggest that the added boron was not sufficient to take up all the oxide and to form diboride with titanium. It was also experienced in earlier works [9] that stochiometric ratio in the feedstock composition usually does not result in complete reaction in practice. Significant amount of boron was oxidized and distinguished by XRD as H$_3$BO$_3$. Presence of B$_2$O$_3$ was anticipated in the final solid composition by thermodynamic calculation as a by-product combining the introduced oxygen. The formation of the detected H$_3$BO$_3$ phase could be attributed to the reaction of the formed B$_2$O$_3$ with water vapor that could be present in the reactor as contamination of the plasma gases. Anyway the H$_3$BO$_3$ can be easily washed out from the product. The small amount of
Ti$_2$O$_3$ that was not predicted by thermodynamic calculation either may be formed from both TiB$_2$ and Ti(B), reacting with the O$_2$ contamination of the plasma gases at elevated temperature.

In the case of TiO$_2$ + 3B + 3C system (Run 4) the synthetized powder mixture contains, in addition to TiB$_2$, a large amount of B$_4$C (Fig.3). A significant quantity of TiC was also detected in this sample with the lattice parameter of 4.28 Å. This value is between the reference one for TiC (a$_0$=4.327 Å) and for cubic TiO (a$_0$=4.185 Å) referring to a solid solution of the above two phases. Oxidized titanium was found both as Ti$_2$O$_3$ and TiO, while oxidized boron was detected (again as H$_3$BO$_3$) only in negligible quantity. These findings seemingly contradict the results of thermodynamic calculations, which predicted formation of B$_2$O$_3$ as the only oxygen-containing solid phase, bounding all the oxygen fed in the form of TiO$_2$. The presence of carbon, detected as graphite, however, was also expected in the equilibrium product by thermodynamic calculations. Since B$_4$C, Ti$_2$O$_3$ and TiO should not be among the equilibrium phases at room temperature, their presence in the product powder points out the significant role of kinetics of phase formation in the temperature range of 1500-3000 K following the rapid quenching of the product, thus preserving these detected non-equilibrium phases. In addition, it seems that carbon addition for reduction of TiO$_2$ was a questionable choice as boron also has a great tendency to form carbide and in this way not enough boron was left to react with Ti to form TiB$_2$. We suggest this was the reason for the lowest titanium-boride yield among the various Runs. Due to boron carbide formation the carbon was also not sufficient for the complete reduction of all the TiO$_2$. 
**Particle morphology**

Mean size of TiB$_2$ particles were calculated from the values of the specific surface areas (SSA) of the product powders assuming spherical shape (Table 1). The SSA varied in the particular Runs within the range of 20 to 100 m$^2$g$^{-1}$. Accordingly the mean size could be estimated to fall between 13 nm and 83 nm. Although the assumption for sphericity may not completely be satisfied, the obtained results are in accordance with TEM analysis (Figs.4-5). The nanoscale of the product particles is another consequence of the fast cooling process conditions characteristics for the plasma. The particles that nucleate from the vapor phase get out from the high temperature zone rapidly (within a few msec) and deposit on the reactor wall or flow away to the much cooler powder separator unit where further growing is hindered. In this way nanoparticles with nonequilibrium phases can also be formed [33,34]. In Run 1 TiB$_2$ nanoparticles with mean particle size of 40-50 nm are formed from the gas phase by condensation after the complete evaporation of the fed 1-7 μm-size precursor powder. TEM micrograph of the product particles of Run 1 is in agreement with SSA calculations as it shows relatively homogeneous distribution of particles with 30-80 nm size. This also confirms that evaporation and subsequent crystallization of the TiB$_2$ must take place from the gas phase.
Similar agreement of the mean particle size for Run 2 and the TEM micrographs taken of the products was established. Prior to TEM investigation of Run 3 H$_3$BO$_3$ content was removed by water. The size of particles shows a significant heterodispersity in the range of 20-80 nm. In accordance with the XRD results two different phases can be distinguished for this sample: the more transparent crystals that could be assigned to the TiB$_2$ phase, while the darker ones to the Ti(B) phase. This assignment is consistent with their measured relative proportion determined by XRD, and with the known fact of higher absorptivity of electrons of that crystallites containing higher concentration of Ti. According to the micrograph the TiB$_2$ phase looks plate like while the Ti rich phase may be rather equiaxed and more faceted (Fig.4).

The smallest mean particle size, 13 nm, was achieved when carbon was also added to the mixture of TiO$_2$ and B (Run 4, Table 1.). TEM micrographs (Fig.5) of the powders of Run 4 fully confirm the small particle size derived from SSA data. At least three different contrasts could be distinguished which is in line with the detected different XRD phases. A possible explanation for the restriction of the development of larger TiB$_2$ crystallites may be the nucleation of B$_4$C on the surface of TiB$_2$ crystallites preventing their further growth along the thermal track of the plasma bellow 2500K. This explanation is confirmed by comparing the FWHM of XRD peaks (Fig.3). As it can be seen addition of carbon broadened the TiB$_2$ peaks, which indicate a decrease in crystalline diameters for TiB$_2$ according to Debye-Scherrer equation.
Finally none of the SEM and TEM micrographs revealed granules significantly larger than 100 nm. This means that all the fed micrometer-sized solid phases evaporated and suffered almost complete transformation during the plasma treatment. In all of the applied conditions, nanosized elementary particles were formed, which created agglomerates of varying sizes in more or less extent.

**Surface analysis**

Surface characteristics of the as prepared powder samples was determined by XPS. The results showed the presence of the TiB$_2$ by the recorded Ti2p and B1s binding energies at 454.5 and 187.5 eV respectively. These data coincide with the reported typical binding energies in titanium borides [29]. The XPS investigations reveal that the surfaces of the obtained powders in all the runs are severely oxidized. The Ti2p3/2 BE at 458.5 eV and the B1s at 193 eV correspond to the oxidized state of titanium and boron, respectively [30].

**4. Conclusions**

Experimental investigation has been performed for continuous synthesis of TiB$_2$ powder in RF plasma reactor. The particular runs differed in the type of the feedstock material, all of which comprised of the mixture of micron sized particulates of the reactants. In spite of the short residence time of the reactants in the high temperature plasma the precursors reacted...
to form fine TiB$_2$ particles. Regardless of the processed precursor system the product powder contained in the highest amount the targeted TiB$_2$. In addition, boron doped titanium Ti(B), TiC and B$_4$C phases were also found in smaller amounts as well as oxidized titanium and boron by-products. The obtained phases could be well anticipated on thermodynamic base, even though non-equilibrium phases were also formed due to kinetic reasons. The rapid cooling of the nucleated particles resulted in mainly nano-sized particles with a mean size of less than 100 nm in all Runs. Addition of carbon to the titanium-oxide and boron precursor mixture significantly shifted down the mean particle size to 13 nm. A feasible sequence of the high temperature crystallization was put forward to interpret the restriction of the growth of large TiB$_2$ crystals in the TiO$_2$ + B + C system, starting with the nucleation of TiB$_2$ following condensation of B$_4$C on their surface.
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Figure Captions:

Fig.1.: Chemical equilibrium diagram for the TiO2 + 4B system

Fig.2.: Chemical equilibrium diagram for the TiO2 + 3B + 3C system

Fig.3.: XRD patterns of the products of particular Runs

Fig.4.: TEM micrograph of TiO2+4B

Fig.5.: TEM micrograph of TiO2+3B +3C
Table 1. Precursors and characteristics of the as-prepared powders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Precursors molar ratio</th>
<th>Composition of the synthesized powders (wt%) by XRD</th>
<th>SSA (m²·g⁻¹)</th>
<th>d_BET (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TiB₂</td>
<td>Ti(B)/TiB</td>
<td>B₂C/TiC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TiB₂</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ti + 2B</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>40/6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TiO₂ + 4B</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11/0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TiO₂ + 3B + 3C</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

detected in negligible quantity